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Today's quest for Islamization is here put into historical and ideational
perspective. It traces the movement to a newfound awareness among Muslims,
cognizant ofthe immense worth and potential oftheir heritage, yet clamoring to
emerge from their actual debilitation, whether enforced oi seif_inflicted. The
author considers and ewluates various contemporary approaches to truth and
compares them to the Islamic mode ofknowing, discovering it to be a superior
and beneficent foil to tle existing paradigms and epistemes oimodern culture. It
offers a blueprint for a new kind ofschorarship, one that invokes the vocational
ideal and has the power and the vision to intelligently absorb cultural diversity
and transmute it into an overarching and transcendent, but realistic and humanq
critique. The credentials oflslam to buttress and enlighten such an endeavor are
presented with clarity and conviction. And while the pervasive and protean
malaise of contemporary civilization is attributed to the sense of vacuity and
absence ofhigher pulpose brought about by the renunciation ofGod, that ofthe
Muslim Ummah is seen to be rooted in intellectual lethargy. However, and
despite the colossal chalrenges which face the quest for renewai-and reintegration
challenges that are unflinchingly tackled and delineated in this paper the final
view is one ofhope and affirmation in both human recoverability and the latent
power of Islam to lead man out of the present morass.
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The University

The lnternational lslamic University Mal6ysia (llUM) was
established in 1 983, as an institution of higher learning by thegovernment of Malaysia in accordance with the wishes and
initiative of the prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir Mohamad. During
recent years, the university has expanded on all fronts and is
offering courses in lslamic Revealed Knowledge and Human
Sciences, Economics and Management, Laws, and Engineering.
It is.also planning to expand in other areas of knowlJdge. Thestudent population has rapidly expanded to ovef eight
thousand. The students and the faculty truly represent an
international charater. Despite being young, the university istrying her very best to attain the goals of excellence. The
university regards knowledge as a trust from Allah, to beutilised in accordance with His will and the quest of
knowledge is regarded as an act of worship. This philosophy
of knowledge and education is based on the recommendations
of the First World Conference on Muslim Education held in
Makkah in 1977.

The Ku iyyah

This Kulliyyah (Faculty) of lslamic Revealed Knowledge and
Human Sciences was established in January 19g0 with"a new
approach and vision. Many universities in the Muslim world
and.elsewhere offer programmes in Social Sciences, lslamic
Studies and other professional areas. However, *ith th"i,faculties of lslamic Studies they still observe a secular
classification of knowledge as lslamic and non_lslamic. This
faculty of llUM is unique in the sense that we combine in allo_ur academic programmes the contents of Revealed
Knowledge in an integrated manner with Human Sciences.
While teaching Human Sciences, the subject matier ispresented in an objective manner without excluiing the lslamic
views on that subject. Added to it is a content of lourse wortin areas of lslamic Revealed Knowledge such as Ourianic
Studies, Hadith Studies, Fiqh, Sirah andlslamic Histoiy,
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